Let R be a ring of polynomials in m + n variables over a field K and let I be an ideal in R. Furthermore, let (R rs ) r,s∈Z be the natural bifiltration of the ring R and let (M rs ) r,s∈Z be the corresponding natural bifiltration of the R-module M = R/I associated with the given set of generators introduced by Levin. The author shows an algorithm for constructing a characteristic set G = {g 1 , . . . , g s } of I with respect to a special type of reduction introduced by Levin, that allows one to find the Hilbert polynomial in two variables of the bifiltered and bigraded R-module R/I . This algorithm can be easily extended to the case of bifiltered R-submodules of free R-modules of finite rank p over R.
Introduction
Bifiltered and bigraded rings R, bifiltered and bigraded ideals and R-modules are useful tools for the study of Segre products of K -algebras, tensor products of graded algebras, Rees rings and symmetric algebras associated with homogeneous ideals in graded rings (blow-up algebras), affine and projective elimination theory, Weyl algebras and linear partial differential equations with coefficients in a polynomial ring.
Recently Levin (1999) has studied Hilbert polynomials in two variables of a bifiltered submodule of a free module of finite rank over a bifiltered commutative ring of polynomials with coefficients in a field K , while Robbiano and Valla (1998) have studied Hilbert-Poincaré series in two variables of a bigraded K -subalgebra of a bigraded commutative ring of polynomials with coefficients in a field K .
Levin has shown that given a bifiltered polynomial ring R = K [X 1 , . . . , X m , Y 1 , . . . , Y n ], a bifiltered R-module M represented as a factor module of a free R-module E of finite rank, and a set of generators { f 1 , . . . , f r } of the relation module R(M) of M it is possible to find another ("characteristic") set of generators G of R(M) such that the Hilbert polynomial in two variables of M is the numerical polynomial in two variables associated with the set of pairs of maximal terms {(u g 1 , v g 1 ), . . . , (u g s , v g s )} with respect to two term orderings, that are respectively degree preserving with respect to the sets of variables {X 1 , . . . , X m } and {Y 1 , . . . , Y n }. Definitions and results in Levin (1999) are different from the ones in Robbiano and Valla (1998) .
The existence of such a set of generators is proved by using Ritt's characteristic set theory as in Ritt (1950) and a notion of reduction, which is similar to the one used in Gröbner bases theory as in Buchberger (1976a,b) , while the invariants of such a polynomial with respect to the excellent bifiltrations are used for studying some properties of the corresponding linear systems of PDE's.
Let σ X and σ Y be term orderings on the set of terms in
, that are respectively degree preserving with respect the sets of variables {X 1 , . . . , X m } and {Y 1 , . . . , Y n }, and let I be an ideal with an excellent bifiltration in the bifiltered ring
The author shows an algorithm for constructing a characteristic set G = {g 1 , . . . , g s } of I , that allows one to find the Hilbert polynomial in two variables of the bifiltered and bigraded
This algorithm can be easily extended to the case of bifiltered submodules of free modules of finite rank p over bifiltered rings of polynomials.
Preliminaries
Let K be a field and let
T XY is a monoid and it is the product of the monoids T X and T Y .
If
Bifiltered rings
Here some basic properties of bifiltered rings are introduced. 
Term orderings
Here some basic properties of bidegree preserving term orderings are introduced.
Definition.
A term ordering σ on T XY is a total order such that:
Definition (Levin, 1999) . A term ordering σ on the set of terms T XY is X-bidegree preserving if t 1 < σ t 2 when either deg
A term ordering σ on the set of terms T XY is Y -bidegree preserving if t 1 < σ t 2 when either
where τ is a term ordering on T XY , then σ is an X-bidegree preserving term ordering on T XY . In a similar way if σ is defined by
, where τ is a term ordering on T XY , then σ is a Y -bidegree preserving term ordering on T XY . Now let σ X and σ Y be respectively an X-bidegree preserving term ordering and a Y -bidegree preserving term ordering.
are respectively the leading coefficients of f with respect to σ X and σ Y , while 
f is bihomogeneous. Conversely there exist bihomogeneous polynomials f with u f = v f as in the following example.
L-reduction
Here the definitions and properties following from the notion of reduction given in Levin (1999) are introduced. Such reduction will be called L-reduction.
Definition (Levin, 1999) 
and let σ X and σ Y be respectively an X-bidegree preserving and a Y -bidegree preserving term ordering on T XY . f is L-reduced with respect to g if f does not contain any term
of F is L-reduced with respect to the other ones.
In Levin (1999) it is shown that each L-autoreduced subset F of R is finite and each f ∈ R can be L-reduced in a finite number of steps with respect to an L-autoreduced subset
Moreover f L-reduces to a polynomial g with respect to F and there exist g 1 , . . . , g r ∈ R such that f = i=1,...,r g i f i + g and g is L-reduced with respect to F. g is called a L-normal form of f with respect to F. (Levin) . Input f ∈ R, a positive integer r , F = { f 1 , . . . , f r }, where f i = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , r . Output g ∈ R and g 1 , . . . , g r ∈ R such that f = i=1,...,r g i f i + g and g is L-reduced with respect to F. Begin g 1 := 0, . . . , g r := 0, g := f While there exists i , i = 1, . . . , r , and a term t, that appears in g with a nonzero coefficient a t , such that u f i divides t and deg Y (
L-Reduction Algorithm
= the greatest (with respect to σ X ) of the terms t, that satisfy the above conditions. j := the smallest number i for which u f i is the greatest (with respect to σ X ) leading σ Xmonomial of an element f i such that u f i divides z and deg Y (
End
Remark. The definition of L-reduction given by Levin is weaker than the one used in Gröbner bases theory (Buchberger, 1976a,b) . In fact, given an X-bidegree preserving term ordering if f is reduced with respect to g, then it is L-reduced. The converse it is not true as in the above example.
In Levin (1999) it is also given the definition of ranking on the set of all polynomials, which is a pre-order, and the definition of ranking on the sets of all L-autoreduced subsets of polynomials.
and let σ X and σ Y be respectively an X-bidegree preserving and a Y -bidegree preserving term ordering on T XY . f has lower rank than g and we write rk(
If u f = u g and v f = v g then f and g have the same rank and we write rk( f ) = rk(g).
Definition (Levin, 1999) . Let F = { f 1 , . . . , f r } and G = {g 1 , . . . , g s } be L-autoreduced subsets of R. F has rank lower than G if one of the following cases holds:
If r = s and rk( f i ) = rk(g i ) for all i = 1, . . . , s, then F has the same rank as G.
By using the same tools of Ritt's theory, Levin shows that each family of L-autoreduced sets has a minimal element with respect to the ranking. If the family of all L-autoreduced subsets of an ideal I of R is considered, then an L-autoreduced subset of I minimal with respect to the ranking is called a characteristic set of the ideal I . Finally Levin shows that the polynomials in the characteristic set are a set of generators of the ideal I . No algorithm is given for finding such a characteristic set. Now the relation between Gröbner bases and characteristic sets will be investigated.
Definition. Let I be an ideal in
The following definition is well known (Buchberger, 1976a,b) .
. . , Y n ] and let σ be a term ordering on T xy . G is a Gröbner basis of I with respect to σ if and only if M σ (I ) = M σ (G).
The existence and the minimality of a characteristic set of an ideal I with respect to the ranking imply the following theorem. 
(i) G is a Gröbner basis of I with respect to σ X . (ii) If f is a nonzero element of I and f = i=1,...,r a i t i g j (i) where a i ∈ K with a i
= 0, t i ∈ T XY , j(i ) ∈ {1, .
. . , s} for all i by the L-reduction algorithm, then deg
. Now let f be a nonzero element of I . Since f L-reduces to zero with respect to G, then it reduces to zero with respect to G and with respect to σ X . Therefore (ii) is proved. Now suppose that r > 1. Let us suppose that 
is not L-reduced with respect to g and we have a contradiction by definition of characteristic set. So g = g and then t = t = 1, i.e. g = a f .
Remark.
If F is a reduced Gröbner basis of I with respect to σ X , then it is an L-autoreduced subset of I by definition of L-reduction and rank(F) is greater than or equal to rank(G), where G is a characteristic set of I , by (i) of the Theorem 3.1.
An algorithm for the characteristic set
In this section we present an algorithm for the characteristic set of an ideal I in R with respect to the L-reduction. Since Levin's theory is an extension of Ritt's theory, one can try procedures analogous to Ritt's procedure (Ritt, 1950) for partial differential equations by using the Fourier transform. The usual Ritt's procedures find a characteristic set of a finite set and an extended characteristic set of an ideal. If only linear polynomials are considered, then such an extended characteristic set is a characteristic set. Furthermore Ritt's notions of reduction and characteristic sets in the case of linear partial differential equations with constant coefficients coincide respectively with the notions of reduction in Gröbner basis theory and reduced Gröbner bases as in Carrá Ferro (2001) and Kondratieva et al. (1999) . So an algorithm similar to Buchberger's algorithm for Gröbner bases with the new definition of L-reduction can be used in order to find such Levin characteristic sets.
and let σ X and σ Y be respectively an X-bidegree preserving and a Y -bidegree preserving term ordering on
Buchberger's Algorithm for L-Reduction. Input F = { f 1 , . . . , f r }, a basis of the ideal I in R, an X-bidegree preserving term ordering σ X and a Y -bidegree preserving term ordering
if e 0 is L-reduced with respect to all e ∈ E and e 0 is L-reduced with respect to all g ∈ G then G := G ∪ e 0 end; end Proof. F ⊆ F 1 ⊆ F 2 by definition of the Gröbner basis with respect to a term ordering and
Moreover F 2 is a Gröbner basis of I with respect to σ X and it contains every polynomial g in a characteristic set of I with deg Y v g = d up to a nonzero element a ∈ K by (iv) of Theorem 3.1. Let H be as in the Buchberger algorithm for L-reduction with input F := F 2 . F 2 ⊆ H and then I = (H ), because each element h of H is in I = (F 2 ) by its own definition. Let G be the output of the Buchberger algorithm for L-reduction with input
. G is L-autoreduced by its own definition. In order to prove that G is a characteristic set of I it is sufficient to prove that each nonzero f ∈ I L-reduces to zero with respect to G by Levin (1999) , Theorem 4.4. If g, g ∈ G, then S(g, g ) ∈ H and it L-reduces to zero with respect to H , by definition of the Buchberger algorithm for L-reduction. Since each h ∈ H \ G L-reduces to zero with respect to G, then S(g, g ) L-reduces to zero with respect to G. By repeating the proof in Becker and Weispfenning (1993) Remark. Example 4 shows that it is necessary to have a Gröbner basis of I with respect to σ X and to σ Y as input of the Buchberger's algorithm for L-reduction in order to find a characteristic set of I . In fact the Buchberger's algorithm for L-reduction with input F := F = F 1 has as output G = F = F 1 , which is not a characteristic set of I .
Hilbert polynomials in two variables
Here the notion and some properties of the Hilbert polynomial in two variables given by Levin are introduced. Furthermore some examples of such polynomials are shown.
Theorem 5.1 (Levin, 1999 
